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Active vaccination attenuates the psychostimulant effects of α-
PVP and MDPV in rats

Jacques D. Nguyen1,*, Paul T. Bremer2,*, Alex Ducime2,*, Kevin M. Creehan1, Brent R. 
Kisby1, Michael A. Taffe1, and Kim D. Janda2

1Committee on the Neurobiology of Addictive Disorders; The Scripps Research Institute; La Jolla, 
CA, USA

2Departments of Chemistry and Immunology, The Skaggs Institute for Chemical Biology, Worm 
Institute for Research and Medicine (WIRM); The Scripps Research Institute; La Jolla, CA, USA

Abstract

Recreational use of substituted cathinones continues to be an emerging public health problem in 

the United States; cathinone derivatives α-pyrrolidinopentiophenone (α-PVP) and 3,4-

methylenedioxypyrovalerone (MDPV), which have been linked to human fatalities and show high 

potential for abuse liability in animal models, are of particular concern. The objective of this study 

was to develop an immunotherapeutic strategy for attenuating the effects of α-PVP and MDPV in 

rats, using drug-conjugate vaccines created to generate antibodies with neutralizing capacity. 

Immunoconjugates (α-PVP-KLH and MDPV-KLH) or the control carrier protein, keyhole limpet 

hemocyanin (KLH), were administered to groups (N=12) of male Sprague-Dawley rats on Weeks 

0, 2 and 4. Groups were administered α-PVP or MDPV (0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 5.0 mg/kg, i.p.) in 

acute drug challenges and tested for changes in wheel activity. Increased wheel activity produced 

by α-PVP or MDPV in the controls was attenuated in the α-PVP-KLH and MDPV-KLH 

vaccinated groups, respectively. Rectal temperature decreases produced by MDPV in the controls 

were reduced in duration in the MDPV-KLH vaccine group. A separate group (N=19) was trained 

to intravenously self-administer α-PVP (0.05, 0.1 mg/kg/inf) and vaccinated with KLH or α-PVP-

KLH, post-acquisition. Self-administration in α-PVP-KLH rats was initially higher than in the 

KLH rats but then significantly decreased following a final vaccine booster, unlike the stable 

intake of KLH rats. The data demonstrate that active vaccination provides functional protection 

against the effects of α-PVP and MDPV, in vivo, and recommend additional development of 

vaccines as potential therapeutics for mitigating the effects of designer cathinone derivatives.
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1. Introduction

The recreational use of various substituted cathinone stimulants has increased significantly 

over the past several years. The US Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) classified 3,4-

methylenedioxypyrovalerone (MDPV; aka “bathsalts”) and the closely-related drug α-

pyrrolidinopentiophenone (α-PVP; aka “gravel” or “flakka”) as scheduled I compounds 

(Drug Enforcement Administration, 2011, 2014), in response to an increase in medical 

emergencies and drug-associated human fatalities (Benzie et al, 2011). Of all the substituted 

cathinones that have emerged on the market, MDPV and α-PVP show the clearest potential 

for compulsive, repetitive use in rat self-administration models (Aarde et al, 2015a; Aarde et 
al, 2013; Aarde et al, 2015b; Schindler et al, 2016; Watterson et al, 2014). These entities are 

pharmacologically distinct from most of the other cathinone derivatives because they are 

restricted to monoamine transporter inhibition and do not serve as transporter substrates or 

monoamine releasers (Baumann et al, 2013; Marusich et al, 2014; Simmler et al, 2013).

Researchers have investigated immunopharmacotherapy for the treatment of drugs of abuse 

for decades, as reviewed (Moreno and Janda, 2011). The key concept behind this approach 

involves the creation of drug-protein immunoconjugates, which generate high affinity 

antibodies in vivo against the target drug, resulting in sequestration of the drug in the 

peripheral circulation. Vaccines selective for cocaine (Carrera et al, 1995; Kosten et al, 
2014), nicotine (Carrera et al, 2004; Roiko et al, 2008) and methamphetamine (MA) (Gentry 

et al, 2009; Miller et al, 2015; Miller et al, 2013) have all demonstrated efficacy for 

attenuating the drug-induced changes in locomotor activity and/or self-administration in 

rodents.

There is currently a lack of targeted therapeutic interventions for substituted cathinones 

(Glennon, 2014), and the development of novel active vaccines provides a systematic 

method for targeting various drug effects. The objective of this study was to develop 

therapeutic vaccines with efficacy against substituted cathinone stimulants, α-PVP and 

MDPV. The active vaccines were initially evaluated in vivo using an activity wheel model of 

locomotor activity because locomotor assays have proven to be effective first line tests in 

identifying the in vivo efficacy of vaccines for cocaine (Carrera et al, 1995), nicotine (Pentel 

et al, 2000) and methamphetamine (Miller et al, 2013; Shen et al, 2013). Furthermore, both 

MDPV and α-PVP have been shown to function as locomotor stimulants in rodents (Aarde 

et al, 2015a; Aarde et al, 2013; Fantegrossi et al, 2013; Gatch et al, 2015; Gatch et al, 2013; 

Huang et al, 2012; Marusich et al, 2014).

Several studies have also shown efficacy of anti-drug vaccines for modifying drug-taking 

behavior in the rat model of self-administration. This includes evidence for 

methamphetamine (Duryee et al, 2009; Miller et al, 2015), cocaine (Kantak et al, 2000), 

oxycodone (Pravetoni et al, 2014), heroin (Schlosburg et al, 2013), and nicotine (LeSage et 
al, 2006; Moreno et al, 2010). The present study therefore went on to determine if the α-
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PVP-KLH conjugate vaccine was capable of altering the intravenous self-administration of 

α-PVP. This was chosen over MDPV since α-PVP appears to have substantially replaced 

MDPV amongst US user populations and the vaccine exhibited efficacy at lower doses in the 

initial activity wheel study.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Subjects

Adult male Sprague-Dawley (N=36 wheel; N=19 self-administration) (Charles River, New 

York) rats were housed in humidity and temperature-controlled vivaria (23±1°C) on 12:12 

hour light:dark cycles. Animals entered the laboratory at ~9 weeks of age and were 10–11 

weeks old (mean weight 359 g; SEM 4.9) at the start of the study. Animals had ad libitum 

access to food and water in their home cages. All procedures were conducted under 

protocols approved by the Institutional Care and Use Committees of The Scripps Research 

Institute and in a manner consistent with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care 

and Use of Laboratory Animals.

2.2 Immunoconjugate Preparation

α-PVP or MDPV carboxyl haptens were designed to possess the greatest degree of 

structural homology to the target cathinone drugs as possible (see Supplemental Materials 

Fig. S1–2 for synthetic methods). Bioconjugation of the haptens proceeded via an activated 

N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) ester for amide coupling to surface lysines on either bovine 

serum albumin (BSA) or keyhole limpet hemocyanin (KLH) proteins (Fig. 1). Cathinone 

haptens (1:1 w/w ratio of hapten to protein, 30 mM in 10% H2O/DMF) were activated using 

6 mol equivalents of NHS and 6 mol equivalents of 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) 

carbodiimide (EDC) over 2 h. Completion of activation was confirmed by liquid 

chromatopgraphy/mass spectrometry (LC/MS) at which point the hapten solution was added 

directly to a 1.5 mg/mL solution of protein in pH 7.4 PBS. The solution was gently mixed 

over 4 h at room temperature and 18 h at 4 °C. The resulting hapten-protein conjugate was 

dialyzed with 3 buffer changes of pH 7.4 PBS and the purified conjugates were diluted 3:1 

with glycerol and stored at 4 °C until injected.

2.3 Immunizations

Immunoconjugates α-PVP-KLH and MDPV-KLH (150 µg per rat per injection) were mixed 

with CpG oligodeoxynucleotide (CpG ODN) (Eurofins, 100 µg per rat per injection) and 

Alhydrogel alum (Invivogen, 1 mg per rat per injection) for 30 min. For locomotor activity 

testing, rats were administered the conjugate vaccines (N=12 per conjugate) or protein-only 

control (KLH; N=12) on Weeks 0, 2 and 4 with blood samples obtained on Weeks 0–6 and 

10. For the intravenous self-administration experiment, rats were vaccinated four days after 

the last acquisition session (Week 0) and then on Weeks 2 and 4 (as with the locomotor 

groups) with an additional vaccination boost during Week 8. Vaccines were administered via 

i.p. injection with an injection volume of 200 uL. Blood samples were obtained on Weeks 1, 

3, 4.5 (3 days post-inoculation to minimize impact on IVSA which started 6 days after the 

Week 4 inoculation), 8 (one day prior to inoculation) and 12. The immunization protocol 

was adapted from a heroin vaccination protocol previously reported (Bremer et al, 2014).
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2.4 Immunologic Assays

Rats were anesthetized with an isoflurane/oxygen vapor mixture (isoflurane 5% induction, 

1–3% maintenance), and blood was collected from the jugular vein during Weeks 1–6, and 

10. Antibody titer was defined by the dilution required to achieve a 50% signal using 

enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) with a Biomek 4000 liquid handling robot. 

96-well assay plates were coated with 25 µg/well cathinone-BSA conjugate and blocked 

with skim milk. Twelve 1:1 rat plasma dilutions were added to the plate starting at 1:200 and 

allowed to incubate for 2 h. Following a wash step, goat anti-rat HRP IgG (SouthernBiotech) 

at 1:10,000 dilution was incubated in the plates for 18 h at 4 °C. After a second wash step 

the plates were developed using a 3,3’–5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) substrate kit 

(Thermo Pierce) and 2 M H2SO4 as a stopping solution. The well absorbance values were 

read at 450 nm and normalized to the highest value for each sample in GraphPad Prism 

version 6, followed by curve fitting with log(inhibitor) vs. normalized response – variable 

slope to find the midpoint titer. Competitive ELISA was also performed in a similar manner 

but with an added step: plasma at the IC80 dilution was incubated with free drug (α-PVP, 

MDPV or methamphetamine) dilutions of 1 mM to 0.1 nM (eleven 5-fold dilutions) in 

cathinone-BSA coated plates for 2 h.

2.5 Drugs

Racemic α-pyrrolidinopentiophenone HCl (α-PVP) was obtained from Cayman Chemical 

Company (Ann Arbor, MI, USA). Racemic 3,4-methylenedioxypyrovalerone HCl (MDPV) 

was obtained from Fox Chase Chemical Diversity Center (Doylestown, PA, USA). All drugs 

were expressed as the salt and dissolved in physiological saline (0.9%). For locomotor and 

temperature studies, rats were administered 0.9% saline vehicle, α-PVP (0.25, 0.5, 1.0 and 

5.0 mg/kg) or MDPV (0.25, 0.5, 1.0 and 5.0 mg/kg) via intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection with 

an injection volume of 1 ml/kg body weight. Dosing order was counterbalanced within each 

group with 3–6-day intervals between sessions necessitating a 4 week interval for each drug 

series.

2.6 Activity and Temperature Response Evaluation

One week prior to the start of immunization, rats were given 1 h access to a standard activity 

wheel attached to clear shoebox cages (Model ENV-046; 35.6 cm diameter; Med Associates, 

St. Albans, VT) for 2 days to establish baseline activity differences to balance the vaccine 

groups prior to immunization. A full wheel revolution was equivalent to 1.12 m and quarter-

rotations (wheel activity QRs) were recorded. Rats were separated into three treatment 

conditions (KLH, α-PVP-KLH vaccine, and MDPV-KLH vaccine) and then probed again 

for baseline activity on two 1 h sessions in Week 7 to verify no major differences in 

spontaneous wheel activity were caused by the immunizations. Drug challenges were started 

on Week 9. Following drug injections, rats had 4 h access to the wheel and activity rates 

were recorded every 5 minutes. Half of the KLH rats (N=6) completed a full dose response 

series with α-PVP followed by a dose response with MDPV and half completed the MDPV 

series first and the α-PVP series second. An initial statistical analysis failed to confirm any 

differences in the effect of either drug across series order thus all KLH animals (N=12) were 

included in the analysis. Primary analysis focused on the average wheel activity in 1 h 
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intervals as derived from the primary 5 min sampling bins. Rats were also assessed in the 

same sessions for possible drug-induced thermoregulatory changes using hourly rectal 

temperature measurement with a lubricated thermistor (VWR Traceable™ Digital 

Thermometer) as previously described (Gilpin et al, 2011). The procedure room was 21 °C 

(±2°C) for these studies.

2.7 Intravenous Self-Administration

2.7.1 Intravenous Catheterization—Rats were anesthetized with an isoflurane/oxygen 

vapor mixture (isoflurane 5 percent induction, 1–3 percent maintenance) and prepared with 

chronic intravenous catheters as describe previously (Aarde et al, 2015a; Aarde et al, 2013; 

Miller et al, 2013; Nguyen et al, 2016). Briefly, the catheters consisted of a 14-cm length 

polyurethane based tubing (MicroRenathane®, Braintree Scientific, Inc, Braintree MA, 

USA) fitted to a guide cannula (Plastics one, Roanoke, VA) curved at an angle and encased 

in dental cement anchored to an ~3-cm circle of durable mesh. Catheter tubing was passed 

subcutaneously from the animal’s back to the right jugular vein. Catheter tubing was 

inserted into the vein and secured gently with suture thread. A liquid tissue adhesive was 

used to close the incisions (3M™ Vetbond™ Tissue Adhesive; 1469S B). A minimum of 4 

days was allowed for surgical recovery prior to starting an experiment. For the first three 

days of the recovery period, an antibiotic (cephazolin) and an analgesic (flunixin) were 

administered daily. During testing and training, intra venous catheters were flushed with 

~0.2–0.3 ml heparinized (32.3 USP/ml) saline before sessions and ~0.2–0.3 ml heparinized 

saline containing cefazolin (100 mg/ml) after sessions. Catheter patency was assessed nearly 

once a week after the last session of the week via administration through the catheter of ~0.2 

ml (10 mg/ml) of the ultra-short-acting barbiturate anesthetic, Brevital sodium (1 percent 

methohexital sodium; Eli Lilly, Indianapolis, IN). Animals with patent catheters exhibit 

prominent signs of anesthesia (pronounced loss of muscle tone) within 3 s after infusion. 

Animals that failed to display these signs were considered to have faulty catheters and were 

discontinued from the study. Data that was taken prior to failing this test and after the 

previous passing of this test were excluded from analysis.

2.7.2 Self-Administration Procedure—Drug self-administration was conducted in 

operant boxes (Med Associates) located inside sound-attenuating chambers located in an 

experimental room (ambient temperature 22±1°C; illuminated by red light) outside of the 

housing vivarium. To begin a session, the catheter fittings on the animals’ backs were 

connected to polyethylene tubing contained inside a protective spring suspended into the 

operant chamber from a liquid swivel attached to a balance arm. Each operant session 

started with the extension of two retractable levers into the chamber. Following each 

completion of the response requirement (response ratio), a white stimulus light (located 

above the reinforced lever) signaled delivery of the reinforcer and remained on during a 20 s 

post-infusion timeout, during which responses were recorded but had no scheduled 

consequences. Drug infusions were delivered via syringe pump. The training dose (0.05 

mg/kg/infusion; ~0.1ml/infusion) and session duration of 1 h were selected from a prior self-

administration study (Aarde et al, 2015a). The per-infusion dose was increased to 0.1 mg/kg/

infusion after 15 sessions because of low and inconsistent self-administration compared with 

the prior study and a potential role of rat strain (Wistar rats were used in the prior study). 
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Following acquisition training (30 sessions), rats were separated into two treatment 

conditions (KLH and α-PVP-KLH vaccine) based on balancing their final five sessions of 

acquisition. Following the vaccination regimen, both groups were first permitted to self-

administer saline on two sequential sessions to ensure that all animals would still respond on 

the drug-associated lever. The rats were then allowed access to α-PVP (0.025 mg/kg/inf) in 

daily (M-F) 1 h sessions. Rats were evaluated for wheel running responses to non-contingent 

injection of α-PVP (0.0, 0.25, 0.5 mg/kg, i.p.) after the first 9 self-administration sessions 

and then again after the Week 8 immunization (0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 5.0 mg/kg, i.p.), prior to the 

initiation of the final self-administration sessions.

2.8 Data Analysis

Antibody titer data in the wheel activity experiment were analyzed within group with two-

way repeated-measure Analysis of Variance (rmANOVA) with Vaccine and Time (week) as 

within-subjects factors. The wheel activity data were first analyzed within group with 

repeated-measure rmANOVA with Drug Treatment Condition (dose) and Time (post-

injection) as within-subjects factors. Significant rmANOVA effects were followed with post 

hoc multiple comparisons analysis using the Dunnett procedure within-group and Tukey 

procedure between-groups to correct for multiple comparisons. The body temperature data 

were analyzed with rmANOVA with Time (post-injection) as the within-subjects factor and 

a between-groups factor for both group and dose. Antibody titer data in the intravenous self-

administration experiment were analyzed using one-way rmANOVA with pre-planned 

comparisons of changes from beginning to end of the original inoculation regimen (Week 1 

vs Week 4.5) and after the final booster inoculation (Week 8 vs Week 12). The intravenous 

self-administration acquisition data were analyzed with rmANOVA with Time (sessions) as 

a within-subjects factor. The post-vaccination self-administration data were analyzed with 

rmANOVA with Vaccine Treatment as a between-subjects factor and Time (bins of sessions) 

as a within-subjects factor. The criterion for significant results was set at P < 0.05 and all 

analyses were conducted using Prism 6 or 7 for Windows (v. 6.02, 7.00; GraphPad Software, 

Inc, San Diego CA).

3. Results

3.1 Antibody Titer

The mean plasma antibody titer increased across the initial 6 weeks in a step-wise manner 

after each injection with the α-PVP-KLH and MDPV-KLH vaccines (Fig. 2). The ANOVA 

confirmed a significant effect of Time [F (6, 132) = 15.64; P < 0.0001] and of Vaccine [F (1, 

22) = 8.685; P < 0.01], and the post-hoc analysis confirmed that titers significantly increased 

during week 5 and 6 compared to week 1. The titers were lower in Week 10 but were still 

approximately commensurate with the levels obtained after the second injection.

The relative affinities for α-PVP, MDPV and methamphetamine are reported in Table 1 for 

each group and these data show that the α-PVP-KLH and MDPV-KLH vaccines were 

selective for their respective target drugs compared with the other cathinone and 

methamphetamine. We note that the relative affinities for each drug-hapten-vaccine 

candidate as reported in Table 1 were modest (micomolar). However, we attribute this to the 
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competition ELISA format, which greatly underestimates relative affinity for antibody-small 

molecule interactions (Collins and Janda, 2014).

3.2 Wheel Activity

The acute administration of α-PVP (0.5–5.0 mg/kg, i.p.) significantly increased wheel 

activity in KLH rats (Fig. 3A). The ANOVA confirmed a significant effect of Time [F (3, 33) 

= 21.97; P < 0.0001] and of Drug Condition [F (4, 44) = 4.90; P < 0.01]. The post hoc 

analysis confirmed that wheel rotations were increased over the vehicle condition for the 0.5 

mg/kg (1 h post-injection), 1.0 mg/kg (1 h post-injection) and 5.0 mg/kg (1–2 h post-

injection) α-PVP doses. In contrast the α-PVP-KLH vaccine rats exhibited significantly 

increased wheel activity only following administration of 5.0 mg/kg α-PVP (Fig. 3B). The 

ANOVA confirmed a significant effect of Time [F (3, 33) = 55.93; P < 0.0001] and of Drug 

[F (4, 44) = 3.95; P < 0.01] within this group and the post hoc analysis confirmed that wheel 

rotations were increased over the vehicle condition for the 5.0 mg/kg (1–2 h post-injection) 

α-PVP dose.

As shown in Fig. 3C, the acute administration of MDPV significantly increased wheel 

activity in KLH rats in a dose dependent manner. The ANOVA confirmed a significant effect 

of Time [F (3, 33) = 45.27; P < 0.0001] and Drug Condition [F (4, 44) = 7.0; P < 0.001] and 

of the Time × Drug Condition interaction [F (12, 132) = 1.91; P < 0.05] on wheel activity. 

The post hoc analysis confirmed that wheel rotations were increased over the vehicle 

condition for the 1.0 mg/kg (1 h post-injection) and 5.0 mg/kg (1–3 h post-injection) MDPV 

doses. In contrast the MDPV-KLH vaccine rats exhibited increases in wheel activity only 

following administration of 5.0 mg/kg MDPV (Fig. 3D) as confirmed by the post hoc test 

following a significant effect of Time [F (3, 33) = 19.23; P < 0.0001] and Drug Condition [F 

(4, 44) = 5.19; P < 0.01] and of the Time × Drug interaction [F (12, 132) = 1.96; P < 0.05] 

on the ANOVA. The post hoc analysis also confirmed that wheel activity was decreased for 

the 0.25 mg/kg (1 h post-injection) MDPV dose and was increased over the vehicle 

condition for the 5.0 mg/kg (1–2 h post-injection) MDPV doses within the MDPV-KLH 

group.

3.3 Body Temperature

Acute administration of MDPV (5.0 mg/kg, i.p.) decreased body temperature in KLH and 

MDPV-KLH rats, as shown in Fig. 4. The ANOVA confirmed significant between group 

main effect of Time [F (4, 440) = 3.899; P < 0.01] and of Time × Group interaction [F (36, 

440) = 3.291; P < 0.0001]. The post hoc analysis confirmed lower body temperature than the 

vehicle condition for the 5.0 mg/kg MDPV dose in KLH rats (1 and 2 h post-injection) but 

for only 1 h post-injection in MDPV-KLH vaccine rats. Analysis also confirmed significant 

difference between KLH and MDPV-KLH vaccine rats following the 5.0 mg/kg MDPV dose 

at the 3 h post-injection. There was no significant effect of α-PVP on body temperature in 

KLH or α-PVP-KLH vaccine rats (not shown).

3.4 Self-Administration

3.4.1-Acquisition—The mean number of infusions and the discrimination ratios (drug-

paired lever responses / all lever responses) during acquisition are shown in Fig. 5. One rat 
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responded for an unusually elevated number of infusions on three sessions (see large 

deviations in mean and variance on sessions 5–7), which may represent isolated voluntary 

binge behavior as has been observed for α-PVP and MDPV in prior studies (Aarde et al, 
2015a; Aarde et al, 2015b); however, it cannot be excluded that this may have been 

involuntary repetitive responding (stereotypy). The per-infusion dose was increased from 

0.05 mg/kg/inf to 0.1 mg/kg/inf after sessions 15 due to an apparent discrepancy with prior 

results (Aarde et al, 2015a) in terms of session intake and consistency of acquisition across 

the group. This was judged potentially due to the strain difference (Wistar rats were used in 

the prior study) in drug sensitivity. Drug-lever discrimination significantly increased across 

the 30-session acquisition interval, as confirmed by a significant main effect of Session [F 

(8.445, 152.0) = 2.836; P = 0.005], and was >80% for the final 7 sessions.

3.4.2-Titer—The mean antibody titers for the IVSA group (N=10) are depicted in Figure 6. 

The ANOVA confirmed a main effect of the Week of blood draw [F (1.538, 13.84) = 11.47; 

P<0.005] and the pre-planned comparison confirmed that titer increased significantly from 

Week 1 to 4.5 and from Week 8 to 12. The titer means for rats with patent (N=6) catheters 

included in the final post-boost IVSA data (see below) and those with catheter failures 

(N=4) are also depicted separately for the Week 8 and 12 analyses; no significant differences 

were observed.

3.4.3-Post-Vaccination—As shown in Fig. 7, there was an initial increase in drug 

infusions obtained (data are shown as sequential 3 session averages) following the 4 week 

break for the vaccination regimen. This was consistent with the reduction in the per-infusion 

dose to 0.025 mg/kg/inf, but interestingly was more pronounced in the α-PVP-KLH group. 

The ANOVA confirmed a significant effect of Time [F (6, 102) = 8.91; P < 0.0001] and of 

the interaction of Time and Vaccine group [F (6, 102) = 2.23; P < 0.05]. The post hoc 

analysis confirmed that infusions were significantly greater in α-PVP-KLH rats following 

active vaccination (Post 1–3) compared to all four within-group pre-vaccination time bins.

Following the final inoculation during Week 8, there was a significant attenuation of α-PVP 

self-administration (Fig. 8). Four rats (1 KLH, 3 α-PVP-KLH) that completed the 

acquisition interval did not complete the post-vaccination self-administration phase due to 

catheter patency failure, and one α-PVP-KLH rat was lost from the study due to illness. The 

ANOVA confirmed a significant effect of Time [F (7, 84) = 3.91; P < 0.005] and the 

interaction of Time and Vaccine group [F (1, 12) = 3.36; P < 0.005]. The post hoc analysis 

confirmed that significantly fewer infusions were obtained by α-PVP-KLH rats in the 15 

sessions that followed the Week 8 vaccination (Post 4, 5 and 8), compared to the nine pre-

vaccination sessions for this group. Self-administration did not change in the KLH control 

group.

4. Discussion

This investigation is the first to demonstrate the efficacy of active vaccination against the 

effects of any of the synthetic cathinone derivative psychostimulants, in vivo. The vaccines 

in this study were directed against α-PVP and MDPV because these two compounds have 

been shown to have very high reinforcing potential in rat models of self-administration 
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(Aarde et al, 2013; Aarde et al, 2015b; Schindler et al, 2016; Watterson et al, 2014), 

locomotor stimulant effects in both rats and mice (Aarde et al, 2015a; Baumann et al, 2013; 

Fantegrossi et al, 2013; Gatch et al, 2015; Gatch et al, 2013; Huang et al, 2012; Marusich et 
al, 2014) and therefore likely have high abuse liability in humans. The antibody titer levels 

increased over the course of 4.5–6 weeks following each of three vaccinations. Each vaccine 

demonstrated good affinity for their respective target drug and importantly very poor affinity 

for the alternate cathinone and for methamphetamine, thereby demonstrating specificity. 

These data are a testament to the successful design and synthesis of the two novel cathinone 

immonoconjugates.

The in vivo efficacy of the vaccines was first evaluated in a wheel activity assay identical to 

that previously used to show efficacy of active vaccination against MA-induced 

psychomotor stimulation (Miller et al, 2013). Although the pharmacokinetic parameters of 

α-PVP in rats are currently unknown, an investigation of the distribution and metabolism of 

MDPV after subcutaneous administration in rats (Anizan et al, 2014) found a half-life of 

77.8 – 83.8 minutes for 1.0 and 2.0 mg/kg doses respectively, with increases in locomotor 

activity lasting up to 140 min. The locomotor stimulant effects of α-PVP and MDPV in the 

KLH control group using the wheel-running assay were dose-dependent and were consistent 

with prior results using an open-field or radio-telemetric assays (Aarde et al, 2015a; Aarde et 
al, 2013; Baumann et al, 2013; Fantegrossi et al, 2013; Gatch et al, 2015; Gatch et al, 2013; 

Huang et al, 2012; Marusich et al, 2014). The locomotor stimulant effects of MDPV or α-

PVP were lesser in the respectively vaccinated groups of rats since only the highest dose of 

MDPV or α-PVP significantly increased activity within MDPV-KLH and α-PVP-KLH 

groups whereas lower doses of MDPV (1.0 mg/kg) and α-PVP (0.5–1.0 mg/kg) were 

effective in the control group. Thus, the vaccinated animals were protected against effects of 

the target drug.

The first study also found that reductions of body temperature were produced by the 5.0 

mg/kg dose of MDPV, similar to a prior finding using radio-telemetry (Aarde et al 2015), 

although unlike that prior work no significant thermoregulatory effects of α-PVP were found 

in this study. The temperature response was attenuated in the MDPV-KLH vaccine group 

since the rate of temperature recovery was more rapid, thereby demonstrating an additional 

facet of vaccine efficacy. Importantly, the fact that the effect was observed following a dose 

of MDPV that did not result in group differences on the locomotor assay confirms that 

reliance on a single in vivo assays is insufficient to fully describe the potential effects of 

anti-drug vaccines. That is, different behavioral or physiological effects of the target drug 

may be ameliorated by vaccination at different doses. For example, a prior report found that 

temperature and locomotor effects of anti-MA vaccination did not coincide at the same MA 

dose (Miller et al, 2013).

The rats were readily trained in the intravenous self-administration (IVSA) procedure, with 

some animals reaching active/inactive lever discrimination criteria at the 0.05 mg/kg/

infusion dose and the full group well trained once 0.1 mg/kg was available in each infusion. 

This is only the second report of α-PVP IVSA in rats (see Aarde et al, 2015a) and thus it is 

not clear if this apparent difference from the first report (where Wistar rats were trained to 

over 80% active-lever responses after 5 sessions using 0.05 mg/kg/infusion) is due to rat 
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strain or some other experimental variable. Nevertheless, this is a further confirmation of the 

efficacy of α-PVP as a reinforcer in the rat IVSA model. These studies also outlined the 

minimum conditions for maintenance of IVSA of α-PVP. For example, cumulative drug 

intake in the Acquisition 4 bin of sessions (with the 0.1 mg/kg per-infusion dose) was 0.75 

mg/kg/session for both groups. Upon the return to IVSA post-vaccination at the 0.025 mg/kg 

per-infusion dose), behavioral compensation was only partial with the KLH control animals 

averaging 0.29–0.40 mg/kg/session (the alpha-PVP-KLH animals averaged 0.43–0.51 

mg/kg/session). The KLH animals continued to average 0.28–0.37 mg/kg/session across the 

5 post-boost session bins (while the alpha-PVP-KLH averaged 0.09–0.18 mg/kg/session).

The finding that the initial vaccination with α-PVP-KLH resulted in an increase in drug-

seeking behavior is consistent with prior results from two groups in which the self-

administration of methamphetamine in vaccinated rats was initially higher than controls and 

then decreased over time (Duryee et al, 2009; Miller et al, 2013). The present results are 

congruent with α-PVP-specific antibodies sequestering drug into the peripheral circulation, 

with the increase in drug self-administration interpreted as a compensatory behavior. This 

initial compensation may be particularly likely when high rates of behavioral responding 

have been established by prior lever training with food (Duryee et al, 2009; Miller et al, 
2013) or drug (present study) as the reinforcer. A significant decrease in drug infusions 

following the additional Week 8 vaccination was also observed in α-PVP-KLH rats, with no 

change in the KLH-only control group. This pattern most likely reflects greater antibody-

drug sequestering capacity generated by the final booster injection and extinction of the 

behavior in the absence of a reinforcing effect.

As a caveat, the attenuation of drug-induced hyperlocomotion by the vaccines in the first 

study was partially (α-PVP) or completely (MDPV) surmountable by the highest dose 

administered since in each within-group analysis, activity following the 5.0 mg/kg dose was 

higher than in the vehicle condition. In the case of the α-PVP-KLH vaccine animals, the first 

hour of wheel activity after the 5.0 mg/kg dose was significantly lower than the wheel 

activity of the control animals following the same dose of α-PVP so some protection was 

still observed. In the self-administration animals, the absence of wheel running response to 

non-contingent injections of α-PVP (0.0–5.0 mg/kg, i.p.) in both groups (data not shown) 

could suggest the development of tolerance following extensive history of intravenous drug 

exposure.

In summary, this study showed that active vaccination of rats with conjugate vaccines 

directed against α-PVP and MDPV was successful in mounting a robust and specific 

antibody response against both drugs. The circulating antibodies acted effectively as 

‘immunoantagonists’, attenuating locomotor stimulation caused by each drug, 

thermoregulatory disruption caused by MDPV and α-PVP self-administration. Overall, this 

study demonstrates the efficacy of α-PVP-KLH and MDPV-KLH vaccines and supports 

further investigation into immunopharmacotherapies for substituted cathinone drugs.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Highlights

The novel drugs alpha-pyrrolidinopentiophenone (α-PVP) and 3,4-

methylenedioxypyrovalerone (MDPV) have high abuse potential.

There are no currently available therapies to treat stimulant abuse, including MDPV and 

α-PVP.

Drug-conjugate vaccines were created to generate antibodies to neutralize MDPV and α-

PVP.

Increased wheel activity and temperature decreases were produced by α-PVP or MDPV 

in the controls but not the vaccinated groups.

Self-administration of α-PVP was disrupted in the vaccinated group.
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Figure 1. 
Chemical structures of target synthetic cathinones and corresponding immunoconjugates.
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Figure 2. 
Vaccination schedule and plasma titer (dilution producing 50% signal in ELISA analysis). 

Rats were inoculated with the α-PVP-KLH vaccine or the MDPV-KLH vaccine on Weeks 0, 

2 and 4. Plasma samples (n=12 ±SEM) were collected during Weeks 1–6 and 10. Arrows 

indicate timing of vaccine injections, and labels indicate the timing of the activity wheel 

behavioral experiments. Significant difference from week 1 are indicated by *.
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Figure 3. 
Mean (n=12 ±SEM) wheel quarter rotations following acute administration of α-PVP (0.25–

5.0 mg/kg, i.p.) in A) KLH, and B) α-PVP-KLH vaccine rats, or administration of MDPV 

(0.25–5.0 mg/kg, i.p.) in C) KLH, D) MDPV-KLH vaccine rats. Significant differences from 

vehicle at corresponding time point are indicated by *.
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Figure 4. 
Mean (n=12 ±SEM) rectal temperature following acute administration of MDPV (0.25–5.0 

mg/kg, i.p.) 4 h post injection in A) KLH and B) MDPV-KLH vaccine rats. Significant 

differences from vehicle at corresponding time point are indicated by *. Significant 

difference between groups within drug identity and dose are indicated by #.
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Figure 5. 
Acquisition of α-PVP (0.05–0.1 mg/kg/inf) self-administration. Mean (n=19 ±SEM) drug 

infusions obtained per session (upper panel) and drug-paired lever discrimination ratios 

(lower panel) across sessions under a fixed-ratio 1 (FR1) response contingency.
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Figure 6. 
Vaccination schedule and plasma titer (dilution producing 50% signal in ELISA analysis). 

Rats were inoculated with the α-PVP-KLH vaccine on Weeks 0, 2, 4 and 8. Plasma samples 

(n=10 ±SEM) were collected on Weeks 1, 3, 4.5, 8 and 12. Arrows indicate timing of 

vaccine injections, and labels indicate the timing of post-inoculation intravenous self-

administration (IVSA) and activity wheel behavioral experiments. A significant difference 

from Week 1 is indicated by * and a significant difference from Week 8 by #.
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Figure 7. 
Increase in self-administration at Weeks 5–6 following active vaccination at Weeks 0, 2 and 

4. Mean (n=9–10) infusions of α-PVP (0.025 mg/kg/inf) obtained per 3 sessions under a 

fixed-ratio 1 (FR1) response contingency. Significant differences within group from all 

acquisition conditions are indicated by *.
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Figure 8. 
Attenuation of α-PVP self-administration at Weeks 9–11 following Week 8 booster 

vaccination. Mean (n=6–8 ±SEM) infusions of α-PVP (0.025 mg/kg/inf) obtained per 3 

sessions under a fixed-ratio 1 (FR1) response contingency. Significant differences within 

group from all pre-vaccination conditions are indicated by *.
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Table 1

Relative affinities of vaccinated rat plasma for various drugs as determined by competitive ELISA.

Drug Affinity (µM)

Vaccine α-PVP MDPV Methamphetamine

α-PVP-KLH 86.6 ±

28.9*
3220 >1,000,000

MDPV-KLH 6520 28.9 ±

6.9*
>1,000,000

*
Values were obtained using individual plasma samples from N=12 rats per treatment group. Other values were obtained using pooled plasma 

samples for each treatment group.
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